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 Analysis of observation data 
 Availability of data 
 Historical trend analysis 
 
 Process-based Regional Climate Model simulations 
 Motivation: WHY? and HOW? 
 Introduction to WRF 
 Preparation transient RCM climate simulations 
 Work progress 
 
 Further activities 
 Analysis LUC on climate (“what-if” scenarios)  
 Statistical Downscaling 
Outline 
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Availability Observation Data 
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Historical Trend Analysis (P, Tmin, Tmax, R) 
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 Sparse observation network of hydrometeorological data 
 Few hydrometeorological stations (located in lowlands) 
 Low sampling rates (daily)  
 
 Stakeholders demand delineation of climate change adaptation 
strategies  
 Flood protection measures (adaptation of infrastructure) 
 Future hydropower potential (low flows) 
 Water availability for agriculture 
 
→ High resolution spatial and temporal distribution of future 
hydrometeorological variables (P, T, etc.) 
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Δx ≈ 300…100km 
RCMs 
Δx ≈ 50…10km 
P, T, RH, u, v … 
How to derive Regional Climate Projections? 
20.02.2012 
Population Growth     Economic Development 
Technological Progress 
Emission Scenarios 
Greenhouse Gas Concentrations 
Global Climate Models 
Global Climate Scenarios 
Downscaling Methods 
Regional Climate Scenarios 
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WRF (Weather Research and Forecast Model) 
20.02.2012 
 
 Next generation atmospheric modeling system 
 Developed at NCAR  
 Successor of the Mesoscale Model 5 (MM5) 
 Various applications: 
 Weather forecasts 
 (Long-term) climate simulations 
 Different scales 
 Atmospheric and (sub)surface 
     compartments: 
 
Horizontal exchange 
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Energy conservation at land surface 
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WRF – (sub)surface compartment 
20.02.2012 
 Lower boundary: SVAT-model for 
surface and subsurface water budgets 
 
 Joint atmospheric-terrestrial water 
budget calculations 
Surface and subsurface compartment 
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WRF Modeling System  
20.02.2012 
LINUX Cluster  
at  
KIT, IMK-IFU 
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Preparation RCM Simulations: HPC Environment 
20.02.2012 
… many PCs in series HPC XC4 in Karlsruhe 
 Peak performance using 128 CPUs 
 Depends on CPUs, Compiler (options), but also WRF setup  









- horizontal: 99 x 99 grid points with a 
resolution of 45 km  
- vertical: 50 layers up to 5000 Pa  
- time step: 180 s 
 
Domain2:  
- horizontal: 142 x 145 grid points with a 
resolution of 15 km  
- vertical: 50 layers up to 5000 Pa  
- time step: 120 s 
 
Domain3:  
- horizontal: 66 x 75 grid points with a 
resolution of 5 km  
- vertical: 50 layers up to 5000 Pa  
- time step: 40 s   
WRF results strongly depend on subgridscale parameterizations 
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Comparison Parameterization Runs: P 
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Run #1 Run #3 
Run #10 Run #12 
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Systematic WRF Experiments: Focus on P 
Run Microphysic schemes PBL physic schemes Cumulus physic schemes 
B Lin et al.  Hong et al. Betts-Miller-Janjic  
C Lin et al. Nakanishi and Niino Betts-Miller-Janjic 
D Lin et al.  Nakanishi and Niino New SAS 
E Lin et al. Hong et al.  New SAS 
F WRF Single-Moment 3-class  Hong et al.  Betts-Miller-Janjic 
G WRF Single-Moment 3-class  Nakanishi and Niino Betts-Miller-Janjic 
H WRF Single-Moment 3-class  Hong et al.  New SAS 
I WRF Single-Moment 3-class  Nakanishi and Niino New SAS 
J WRF Double-Moment 6-class  Hong et al.  Betts-Miller-Janjic 
K WRF Double-Moment 6-class Nakanishi and Niino Betts-Miller-Janjic 
L WRF Double-Moment 6-class  Nakanishi and Niino New SAS 
M WRF Double-Moment 6-class Hong et al.  New SAS 
20.02.2012 
- 12 Combinations using 3 MP, 2 PBL and 2 CU schemes 
- 2 Combinations using NCEP & ERA40 Reanalyses 
→ 2 x 12 = 24 WRF simulation for 2000 
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A: APHRODITE data 
Pearson Correlation Coefficient 
Root Mean Squared Error 
Standard Deviation 
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A: CRU data 
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Final Decision (based on simulated T, P) 
20.02.2012 
Run Microphysic schemes PBL physic schemes Cumulus physic schemes 
B Lin et al.  Hong et al. Betts-Miller-Janjic  
C Lin et al. Nakanishi and Niino Betts-Miller-Janjic 
D Lin et al.  Nakanishi and Niino New SAS 
E Lin et al. Hong et al.  New SAS 
F WRF Single-Moment 3-class  Hong et al.  Betts-Miller-Janjic 
G WRF Single-Moment 3-class  Nakanishi and Niino Betts-Miller-Janjic 
H WRF Single-Moment 3-class  Hong et al.  New SAS 
I WRF Single-Moment 3-class  Nakanishi and Niino New SAS 
J WRF Double-Moment 6-class  Hong et al.  Betts-Miller-Janjic 
K WRF Double-Moment 6-class Nakanishi and Niino Betts-Miller-Janjic 
L WRF Double-Moment 6-class  Nakanishi and Niino New SAS 
M WRF Double-Moment 6-class Hong et al.  New SAS 
 ERA40 Reanalysis  
 Lower bias in T 
 Higher pattern correlation of P (summer) 
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Thank you for your attention 
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GCMs with Different Resolutions 
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Climate Modeling: Looking into the Future… 
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Deviations (absolute values) 
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A … matlab fig 
besser 
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CRU critique 
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